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Bomanbridge Media is a leading distribution 
and production company that specializes in 
Distribution, Deficit Finance and Co-production 
of Premium Content across the globe. 
Bomanbridge is committed to developing 
content that is meaningful, distinctive and diverse 
with stories that can travel across the world. 
 
Inspired by gifted storytellers that achieve 
amazing things when following their vision, 
we strive to bring the highest quality creative 
programming to entertain, inspire and educate 
global audiences.

As we enter the fall of 2023, we take a 
moment to reflect on the profound changes 
that have unfolded on the global stage. We 
are admirative of the innovative approaches 
adopted to address the myriad of challenges 
that have confronted us in recent years. 
Difficulties such as navigating the aftermath 
of Covid-19, political conflicts, grappling with 
inflation and economic hardships, concerns 
about the environment, and notably for media 
veterans, adapting to the ever-evolving 
landscape of the media industry.

The remarkable resilience and creativity 
displayed by our valued partners within our 
industry are truly extraordinary. We extend 
our heartfelt appreciation for the opportunity 
to collaborate with such esteemed partners 
and feel privileged to be part of a media 
community guided by exceptionally talented 
leaders. 

Thank you from all of us,

- The Bomanbridge Team

Our Gratitude

About us
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PEOPLE & CULTUREPEOPLE & CULTURE

Join Ash Dykes on the adventure of a lifetime, as he explores iconic and hidden parts of the Great Wall of China.

The Great Wall of China, one of the Seven Wonders of the World, has been explored, studied and documented countless times. 
But with its ever-changing terrain, rich culture and fascinating history, there’s so much left to be discovered!

Join us for an awe-inspiring 6-part series as explorer and adventurer Ash Dykes embarks on his greatest journey yet – discovering 
the Great Wall of China by traversing six distinctly different landscapes and uncovering the wondrous secrets of this majestic 
wonder and how it was adapted to its surroundings.

From climbing near-vertical portions of the wall at extreme heights to scuba diving the deep waters where the wall now lies 
submerged, Ash offers intimate access to the Great Wall most visitors will never see; we learn about its historical influence, see 
the breathtaking landscapes its builders faced, and embrace its rich cultural heritage. In each episode, Ash also meets local 
people with a meaningful connection to their section of the Great Wall. 

This 13,000-mile breath-taking wonder, visible from space, snakes its way through the Chinese landscape, presenting an 
extraordinary backdrop for Ash’s exploration of China’s astonishingly varied geography, ranging from barren deserts to snow-
topped mountains and dense forests inhabited by exotic and endangered wildlife.

THE GREAT WALL WITH ASH DYKES
6 x 60’  |  4K/HD  |  Insight TV, CCTV9  |  Just Delivered!

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/641/the-great-wall-with-ash-dykes
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/641/0/the-great-wall-with-ash-dykes


PEOPLE & CULTUREPEOPLE & CULTURE

Just Delivered!  |  1 x 60’  |  4K/HD  

The Buddhist nuns of Kathmandu are confident fighters.
It’s not only self-defense, but mainly self-knowledge that is 
the meaning behind their martial art fighting. 

Kung-Fu is their meditation, and besides colorful ritual 
dances and prayers they hike through the remote Himalayas 
and help women to assert themselves alongside men. They 
build solar panels, repair houses, collect garbage and show 
how to protect the environment and the climate.

THE KUNG FU NUNS
OF KATHMANDU

This is the story of a trip gone wrong, of an expedition that
gets derailed in a time when the world closes up for travellers. 
Perhaps that’s why Atlantic is so visceral, so human, so 
exciting.

Camila, Tato, Vinsen, and Daniel Landa form the team that 
embarks on the journey to circumnavigate the Atlantic 
Ocean by land, departing from Cape Finisterre, in Galicia, to 
arrive at Cape Agulhas in South Africa.

RTVE  |  13 x 60’  |  4K/HD    
ATLANTIC

In the clash between tradition and tourism, a resilient
community of Urak Lawoi divers fights to safeguard their 
ancient underwater fishing technique on Thailand’s Koh 
Lipe island. 

Once a nomadic tribe, they settled down a hundred years 
ago. Today, they live mostly on the island of Koh Lipe, where 
they struggle to preserve their traditions, existing right next 
to a growing tourist industry. They are explorers, fishermen, 
and - above all - great divers. This is their story.

Just Delivered!  |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD

URAK LAWOI:
BROTHERS OF THE SEA

This beautifully filmed series shows us China from the air,
before revealing how the three lunar seasons have shaped its 
rich culture. As the seasons change, we witness how festivals 
brighten the calendar across this vast and diverse country.

Over thousands of years, China’s people have developed 
distinctive agriculture, ways of life, crafts and culture around 
the opportunities and challenges of its landscapes presents. 
Today’s China is the inheritor of many cultural traditions as 
well as a powerhouse of technology, science, engineering 
and industry.

BBC Earth  |  3 x 60’  |  HD

THROUGH THE SEASONS
CHINA

Watch Promo

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/198/through-the-seasons-china
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/198/0/through-the-seasons-china
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/965/urak-lawoi-brothers-of-the-sea
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/634/atlantic
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/634/0/atlantic
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/996/the-kung-fu-nuns-of-kathmandu


LIFESTYLELIFESTYLE

Chefs Uncut delves deep into the heart of Asia’s culinary scene, telling the incredible untold stories of six of its most audacious
and celebrated chefs.

To make it to the top, the journeys taken by chefs are fraught with challenges; social and cultural stigmas, family pressures, and 
the financial realities of making it in an industry with a high probability of failure.

These are people whose raw passion - often verging on obsession - drove them to make it to the top of one of the most brutal 
industries in the world. Yet these stories go almost entirely untold.

Each episode unravels the unfiltered journey of these leading chefs, who, with their fearless approach and unparalleled passion, 
are redefining the boundaries of Asian cuisine. From the busy streets of Singapore to the vibrant markets of Thailand and the rich 
landscapes of the Philippines, this series is an ode to chefs who dare to dream, innovate, and challenge the status quo.

Featured Chefs
LG Han   |   Bjorn Shen   |   Janice Wong   |   Thitid “Ton” Tassanakajohn   |  “Pam” Pichaya Soontornyanaki   |   Jordy Navarra 

CHEFS UNCUT
6 x 30’  |  HD  |  Netflix  |  Just Delivered!

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/731/chefs-uncut
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/731/0/chefs-uncut


LIFESTYLELIFESTYLE

Jamie Bilbow is on a gastronomic journey to find Chinese
foods with an intricate link to the 2000-year-old ancient 
network of roads that connected China and Europe and 
unearth the secrets behind some of the age -old recipes as 
told by the locals. 

In Season 1, British Chef Jamie Bilbow travels the Silk Road, 
uncovering its impact on Western China’s cuisine. Season 
2 sees Jamie journeying from China’s Gansu to Germany & 
Italy, exploring how food bridges East and West. Inspired 
by traditions, he gathers recipes to share and becomes  a 
modern-day Marco Polo.

SBS Australia, National Geographic  |  11 x 30’  |  HD

Billionaire Resorts looks inside some of the world’s luxurious 
holiday resorts.

From plush suites with private pools to spectacular views 
and personal elevators, this series provides a window 
into an exclusive world very few of us will ever experience. 
With private chefs, personal shoppers, and helicopters… 
all on standby. No request is too extraordinary! We see the 
dedication and expertise it takes to deliver such first-class 
service. 

Sky UK, Channel 5 UK  |  6 x 60’  |  HD

Paul Hollywood, celebrity chef and Great British Bake Off
judge, indulges in three of his greatest passions - motorbikes, 
movies & baking - as he heads off on an epic trans-continental 
adventure riding a customized Harley Davidson from New 
York to Hollywood. 

Paul’s journey interwines film and food as he meets 
celebrities, including Lisa Kudrow (Friends) and Brian Cox 
(Succession) and gets  his hands dirty in the kitchen.  May 
the force be with him. 

UKTV, Cooking Channel  |  4 x 60’  |  HD  

PAUL GOES TO HOLLYWOOD

Donal Skehan, food writer, cook and social media host,
heads east to explore the flavours and secrets of Asian baking. 

This ten-part series explores the growing popularity of baking 
and flour-based foods in Asia and Donal visits six different 
territories - from the glitz and glamour of Hong Kong and 
Tokyo to the street markets and hipster cafes of Melaka & 
Macau. He meets celebrity chefs, family bakers and food 
entrepreneurs who have all been inspired by the growing 
trend for Asian baking. 

UKTV, BBC  |  10 x 30’  |  HD  

DONAL SKEHAN’S
ASIAN BAKING ADVENTURE

DELICACY HUNTERBILLIONAIRE RESORTS

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/692/billionaire-resorts
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/692/0/billionaire-resorts
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/547/delicacy-hunter
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/547/0/delicacy-hunter
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/12/donals-asian-baking-adventure
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/12/0/donals-asian-baking-adventure
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/93/paul-goes-to-hollywood
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/93/0/paul-goes-to-hollywood


SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGYSCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Narrated by American Emmy-winning actor, director and narrator Peter Coyote (E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial,
Erin Brockovich / The Roosevelts, The Vietnam War - Narrator), this global documentary series The Climate 
Restorers  shifts our perceptions of the future - the climate we could have, if only we choose to create it. 

The 4-part series explores climate restoration: the people, their visions and stories, and four major nature-based technologies of 
carbon removal and methane oxidation which can make it happen. In addition, it delves into the social and economic changes 
needed to move ‘back to our future’, and frames a new civilization by outlining how we can accelerate safe technologies, restore 
ecosystems, shift mindsets, and stabilize our climate and planet to protect our future.

Executive-produced by the distinguished MIT-educated physicist, engineer, serial entrepreneur, philanthropist, and social 
innovator, Peter Fiekowsky, author of recent best-selling book “Climate Restoration: the Only Future That Will Sustain the 
Human Race”.

THE CLIMATE RESTORERS
4 x 60’  |  HD  | In Post-Production / Pre-sales available

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/990/the-climate-restorers
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/990/0/the-climate-restorers


SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGYSCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Animal DNA dives deep into the secrets of all the living
beings of the world and will take your breath away.

An extraordinary expedition through the animal kingdom, 
investigating the unique traits and characteristics of 
animals, how species relate to one another, and ways in 
which they survive and thrive in their diverse environments 
around the world.

CBS  |  26 x 30’  |  HDCBS  |  26 x 30’  |  HD

ALL THE ANSWERSANIMAL DNA

Unveiling colossal machines, this series explores the inner
workings of the International Space Station and the mighty 
Bagger 293, amongst others, revealing their engineering 
marvels and transformative impact.

Colossal machines require engineering extremes. From 
sea and spacefaring designs to gigantic, ground-crushing 
monsters, we pull back the covers and unravel the mysteries 
of their development and show how they actually work by 
breaking down their inner mechanics and materials that 
make it all possible.

#KidsOnTech is a film about kids and technology; a film
about how the promise of technology is limiting children 
from developing the very skills they will need to engage in 
new technologies of the future.

Should we shield our children from it at all costs? Certainly 
not, nor could we if we tried. It’s increasingly clear the 
problem isn’t simply technology. However, access and full 
exposure to it are simply not as benign as perhaps we once 
thought. 

RTVE  |  1 x 60’  |  HD National Geogrphic |  12 x 60’  |  HD

COLOSSAL MACHINES#KIDSONTECH

A fun, fast-paced popular science series that dives into
interesting topics of all kinds -- taking viewers on a “did you 
know” adventure without boundaries.

From pivotal inventions, natural wonders, sports, science, 
history and wildlife, to the human body, the magic of our 
planet and vast expanse of space, there’s no limit to the 
questions explored, in our quest to bring you All he Answers.

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/400/kidsontech
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/400/0/kidsontech
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/898/colossal-machines
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/898/0/colossal-machines
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/646/animal-dna
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/646/0/animal-dna
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/660/all-the-answers
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/660/0/all-the-answers


CRIME & PARANORMALCRIME & PARANORMAL

Secrets of the Interrogation Room takes a unique look at the battle of wits between police and suspects in some of the most
disturbing murder cases in the US and UK in recent years. 

The ten-part series is presented by criminal barrister and television personality Robert Rinder, whose legal background makes 
him the perfect guide to the dark arts of interrogation. 

Across ten episodes of Secrets of the Interrogation Room, a team of experts will analyse ten police interviews, in each of which 
the skilled work of detectives was key to cracking the case and securing a conviction. 

Retired senior detectives, forensic and criminal psychologists and body language experts will examine the original police footage 
of interrogations at the heart of each case, and reveal the ‘tricks of the trade’ used to extract a confession and the tell-tale signs 
that a suspect is lying

SECRETS OF THE INTERROGATION ROOM
10 x 60’  |  HD  |  Crime + Investigation Network

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/640/secrets-of-the-interrogation-room
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/640/0/secrets-of-the-interrogation-room


CRIME & PARANORMALCRIME & PARANORMAL

Mass alien sightings are one of the main phenomena of
study in ufological matters. 

In this documentary, the most important testimonies will be 
analyzed and an attempt will be made to understand whether 
the official explanations given by experts are reliable. In 
addition, by comparing the various testimonies, a common 
pattern will take shape that needs to be investigated further.

Unveiling the dangerous arms dealer Karl Lee, this
documentary exposes Western powerlessness and China’s 
ascent in a ruthless new world order.

The elusive arms dealer, Karl Lee (Li Fangwei), has long 
evaded Western powers, deeply involving himself in US-
China tensions. This film provides a rare glimpse into 
intelligence and diplomacy, illustrating the West’s decline, 
China’s ascent, and the evolving global dynamics.

The Interrogation Room (US Version) presented by American actress, producer and television host Vivica A. Fox
(Independence Day, Kill Bill)

ALIEN MASS SIGHTINGS:
THE UNDENIABLE TRUTH

THE INTERROGATION ROOM

Just Delivered!  |  1 x  60’   |  HD

Filmrise  |   10 x 60’  |  HD 

Deutsche Welle  |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 45’  |  HD  

WANTED - THE WORLD’S MOST 
DANGEROUS ARMS DEALER

Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/720/the-interrogation-room
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/720/0/the-interrogation-room
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/910/wanted-the-worlds-most-dangerous-arms-dealer
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/910/0/wanted-the-worlds-most-dangerous-arms-dealer
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1001/alien-mass-sightings-the-undeniable-truth
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1001/0/alien-mass-sightings-the-undeniable-truth


SOCIAL & WORLD AFFAIRSSOCIAL & WORLD AFFAIRS

Rui Pinto, young Portuguese man, hacks the global football industry in 2015 and reveals transfer fee, wage and contract
information about famous footballers on the anonymous website, “Football Leaks”. In the process, he makes himself the 
target of powerful enemies and is f inally arrested in Budapest in 2019.

A Game of Secrets documents this extraordinary attempt to expose the glaring hypocrisy and greed inside the business 
of professional football, as Football Leaks appears out of nowhere and announces its mission in a brief manifesto - “This 
project aims to show the hidden side of football”. Over the next three years the extremely prof itable and highly questionable 
methods of football’s superstars and middlemen uncovered by Football Leaks make global headlines. To name just a few, 
Cristiano Renaldo is convicted of tax fraud and Manchester City are banned from European club competitions. In 2018, 
Nelio Lucas, a leading football agent in business with Kazakh oligarchs - and one of Football Leaks’ main targets - receives 
an offer from a Russian hacker: Make a generous donation and the leaks of confidential documents will stop. After a high 
stakes meeting, police raid a scrappy Budapest apartment. Out walks a teenage-looking Portuguese named Rui Pinto - in 
handcuffs, worn-out sneakers and a backpack full of hard drives. 

Pinto is flown to Lisbon where he is put on trial and sees his claim of being football’s Robin Hood undermined by his 
blackmail attempt and digital robbery of a bank in the Cayman Islands years earlier. It isn’t the last twist in this engrossing 
dark tale behind the Beatutiful Game.....

A GAME OF SECRETS
1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  |  DR Denmark, HBO, Netflix UK

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/638/a-game-of-secrets
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/638/0/a-game-of-secrets


SOCIAL & WORLD AFFAIRSSOCIAL & WORLD AFFAIRS

Narrated by American actor Richard Gere and featuring
leading climate scientists, Earth Emergency examines four 
of the major warming feedback loops threatening our planet: 
Forests, Permafrost, Albedo and Atmosphere.

This gorgeous film adds the missing piece to the climate 
puzzle and offers urgent hope. While everyone has heard 
of global warming, few understand how environmental 
feedback loops amplify the warming even further, something 
which is not being taken into account by policy makers.

PBS US  |  1 x 60’  |  HD

EARTH EMERGENCY

This series presents a collection of impressive stories
about our planet’s changing climate and the most pressing 
environmental challenges of our time.

Join us on this captivating journey, exploring the destructive 
effects of storms, the challenges of winter tourism, and the 
potential of wood as a sustainable building material. From 
mangroves as climate saviors to the devastating impact of 
wildfires, each episode unveils the need for action, while 
also igniting a sense of hope for a resilient future. There is no 
planet B!

Just Delivered!  |  8 x 30’  |  HD  

CLIMATE CHRONICLES

Is nuclear power crucial for the energy transition to meet
climate goals? To meet climate goals, global electricity must 
go carbon-free soon. Turkey and Poland plan to replace coal 
plants with nuclear. 

In Silicon Valley, Oklo’s Jacob DeWitte, backed by Sam Altman, 
seeks to revolutionize nuclear power. We examine nuclear 
materials and Europe’s growing fuel element industry post-
Ukraine conflict, with Russia as a major player.

Just Delivered  | 1 x 60’ / 1 x 30’  |  HD

NUCLEAR ENERGY - THE 
SOLUTION FOR A GREEN FUTURE?

A real-life undercover thriller about two ordinary men who
embark on an outrageously dangerous ten-year mission to 
penetrate the world’s most secretive and brutal dictatorship: 
North Korea.

This is the story of “The Mole”, an ordinary family man and 
a former chef from Denmark turned secret agent, and 
‘Mr. James’, a former jet-set cocaine pusher posing as a 
Scandinavian billionaire.

BBC, DR Denmark|  1 x 120’ / 2 x 60’  |  HD

THE MOLE:
UNDERCOVER IN NORTH KOREA

Watch Promo

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/205/the-mole-undercover-in-north-korea
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/205/0/the-mole-undercover-in-north-korea
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1002/nuclear-energy-the-solution-for-a-green-future
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/983/climate-chronicles
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/521/earth-emergency
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/521/0/earth-emergency


ARTS & PERFORMANCEARTS & PERFORMANCE

1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  |  Sky Arts

MARY CASSATT: 
PAINTING THE MODERN WOMAN

1 x 90’ / 2 x 45’  |  HD  |  ITV

VERMEER:
THE GREATEST EXHIBITION

KLIMT & THE KISS

Discover the life and career of Mary Cassatt, the often
overlooked impressionist who transformed the way women 
appeared in art.

Mary Cassatt made a career painting the lives of the women 
around her. Her radical images showed them as intellectual, 
curious and engaging, which was a major shift in the way 
women appeared in art. Presenting her astonishing prints, 
pastels and paintings, this film introduces us to this often-
overlooked impressionist whose own career was as full of 
contradiction as the women she painted.

Experience  the largest collection ever of Vermeer’s
masterpieces in a single exhibition. Dive into the artist’s world 
and see his brilliance anew, accompanied by the director of 
the Rijksmuseum and the curator of the show.

With loans from across the world, the biggest  blockbuster 
exhibition of 2023 brought together Vermeer’s most famous 
masterpieces including “Girl with a Pearl Earring”, “The 
Geographer”, “The Milkmaid”, “The Little Street”, “Lady Writing 
a Letter with her Maid”, and “Woman Holding a Balance”.

Experience the captivating energy and creative spirit of
Tokyo through 400 years of dynamic art in this thrilling 
exhibition and film journey.

Based on a major exhibition at the Ashmolean Museum in 
Oxford, Tokyo Stories spans 400 years of incredibly dynamic 
art – ranging from the delicate woodblock prints of Hokusai 
and Hiroshige, to pop art posters, contemporary photography, 
manga, film, and brand-new artworks that were created on 
the streets. The exhibition was a smash-hit five-star success 
and brought a younger and more diverse audience to the 
museum. 

Discover the scandalous life and the rich tapestry of
extraordinary influences behind one of the world’s favourite 
paintings. 

The Kiss by Gustav Klimt is one of the most recognised and 
reproduced paintings in the world. It is perhaps the most 
popular poster on student dorm walls from Beijing to Boston. 
Painted in Vienna around 1908, the evocative image of an 
unknown embracing couple has captivated viewers with its 
mystery, sensuality and dazzling materials ever since it was 
created. But just what lies behind the appeal of the painting 
– and just who was the artist that created it?

1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  |  Sky Arts 1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  |  Theatrical Release

TOKYO STORIES

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch PromoWatch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/991/klimt-the-kiss
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/991/0/klimt-the-kiss
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/824/tokyo-stories
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/824/0/tokyo-stories
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/809/vermeer-the-greatest-exhibition
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/809/0/vermeer-the-greatest-exhibition
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/821/mary-cassatt-painting-the-modern-woman
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/821/0/mary-cassatt-painting-the-modern-woman


ARTS & PERFORMANCEARTS & PERFORMANCE

Camille Pissarro was known as the father of Impressionism.
It was a dramatic path that Pissarro followed, and throughout 
it all he wrote extensively to his family. It is through these 
intimate and revealing letters that this gripping film reveals 
Pissarro’s life and work. 

West Indies-born Pissarro fostered his painting passion 
in Paris, eventually leading the now globally cherished 
Impressionist movement for over four decades.

Theatrical Release   |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD

PISSARRO: 
THE FATHER OF IMPRESSIONISM

For many years no-one was interested in the art of the
impressionists. Artists like Monet, Degas and Renoir were 
vilified, attacked, and left penniless as a result.

Then, something remarkable happened. A new breed of 
collectors emerged and, before long, they were battling to 
acquire any work by these new, radical artists that they could 
find. Amongst them was the visionary Danish businessman 
Wilhelm Hansen. It was an extraordinary moment in art 
history; full of drama, intrigue and subterfuge.

The Van Gogh Museum has opened its doors exclusively to
Exhibition on Screen, to go beyond the surface and explore 
the many questions and mysteries that surround these 
seminal works.

Why did van Gogh choose the exotic sunflower with its long 
stem and golden crown? When did the flower itself arrive 
in Europe and how had previous artists reacted to it? What 
was van Gogh trying to say with his works and how does that 
differ from version to version? What secrets did scientists 
discover when they analysed the work in detail? 

Theatrical Release   |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD

SUNFLOWERS

Hopper’s work is some of America’s most recognisable
art – popular, praised, and mysterious. Countless painters, 
photographers, filmmakers and musicians have been 
influenced by his art – but who was he, and how did a 
struggling illustrator create such a bounty of notable work?

This film delves into Hopper’s art, life, and relationships, 
exploring his early career, his wife’s sacrifices, his acclaim, 
and the enigma behind his work.

PBS US  |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  

HOPPER: AN AMERICAN STORY

Theatrical Release   |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  

THE DANISH COLLECTOR:
 DELACROIX TO GAUGUIN

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/733/hopper-an-american-story
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/733/0/hopper-an-american-story
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/741/sunflowers
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/741/0/sunflowers
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/674/the-danish-collector-delacroix-to-gauguin
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/674/0/the-danish-collector-delacroix-to-gauguin
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/675/pissarro-the-father-of-impressionism
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/675/0/pissarro-the-father-of-impressionism
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The League of Extraordinary Animals is a dazzling and exciting new nature show that looks at the most amazing animals, their

incredible behaviours, and remarkable physical features. 

In each themed episode we take a close look at the most extraordinary animals across different categories of nature, as we 

organize the animal kingdom into different behaviours,  body parts, survival tactics, colours, habitats, and animal types. 

Across the series we’ll use compelling natural history archive from the best sources in the world to showcase an amazing array 

of animals each with their own distinctive behaviour geared for survival. In the predator episode we’ll see extraordinarily patient 

predators, as well as venomous, bloodthirsty, pack-hunting, cunning, explosive, and aerial ones. Extraordinary predators that use 

traps, weapons or just one single bite and ones that are horrifying, weird or exceptionally speedy, as we build up to the MOST 

EXTRAORDINARY predator. 

This highly informative and entertaining format can run to hundreds of episodes, each one showcasing incredible footage, 

information, and stories about the most wonderful and weird animals on Earth. And the MOST EXTRAORDINARY ones.

THE LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY ANIMALS
13 x 60’  |  4K/HD  |  In Pre-Production / Pre-sales available

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1007/0/the-league-of-extraordinary-animals
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1007/the-league-of-extraordinary-animals
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Bear-human confrontations are on the rise across the
world. The beautiful coastal valley of Bella Coola, British 
Columbia, is a case in point, especially as the salmon 
population continues to dwindle.

Where they used to live in harmony, daily conflicts are 
common due to the high concentration of bears to humans. 
With grizzly hunting banned and bear watching tourism 
rampant, bears are becoming habituated and have started 
to forage in the town.

This documentary showcases the ecological giant that is
Costa Rica, highlighting the interconnectedness of its diverse 
habitats and species, with the dazzling hummingbirds at the 
center of it all.

By some measures, it’s a tiny country, just .03% of the Earth’s 
landmass. But when it comes to wildlife, Costa Rica is an 
ecological giant, bursting with a density of species and 
diverse habitats unparalleled anywhere else in the world.

PBS US  | 1x 60’  | 4K/HD  Just Delivered!  |  1 x 60’ |  HD  

VALLEY OF THE BEARS THE HUMMINGBIRD EFFECT

Just Delivered!   |  1 x 60’  |  4K/HD Just Delivered!   |  6 x 60’  |  4K/HD

This series captures how endangered animals hunt and
raise their young in some of Italy’s most unique landscapes.

We showcase the abundant wildlife in Italy’s most spectacular 
wild places, from the highest Apennine Mountains to the 
brackish lagoons of Venice, the Abruzzi National Park and 
Sardinia, the wildest island in the Mediterranean, and finally 
the deep dry canyons of the South. Landscapes shaped by 
ancient human populations are now home to wild animals.

This documentary narrates the adventure of two brothers
across Spain, traveling through the Pyrenees, Gallocanta, 
Navarre, the Balearic Islands, and Andalusia...

Wild Spain. A Tale of Two Brothers showcases two siblings 
and filmmakers exploring Spain’s nature, capturing the 
social dynamics of dolphins, whales, and jellyfish in the 
Mediterranean, as well as spotlighting the bearded vulture 
in the Pyrenees and aquatic mammals enduring icy rivers in 
winter.

ITALY
THE LAST WILDERNESS

WILD SPAIN
A TALE OF TWO BROTHERS

*Nominated for Best Breakthrough Film at Jackson Wild Media Awards

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/647/valley-of-the-bears
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/647/0/valley-of-the-bears
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/837/0/the-hummingbird-effect
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/837/the-hummingbird-effect
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/989/wild-spain-a-tale-of-two-brothers
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/988/italy-the-last-wilderness
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1 x 60’  |  HD  |  National Geographic

TREE KANGAROOS
GHOSTS OF THE FORESTS

This film tells the story of Cecil the lion, one of the biggest
wild lions in Hwange Game Reserve, Zimbabwe, and his life 
before being tragically killed by hunters.

While his demise at the hand of hunters was splashed across 
the media, sparking fury and sadness in all who heard his 
tale, Cecil’s life-story before he was posthumously iconized is 
worthy of celebrating. To let him slip into anonymity would 
be as tragic as his death. By remembering him as a warrior, 
father and loyal brother, he will always be remembered as 
the king he was born to be. This is where our story begins...

This films follows the intimate lives of these tree-climbing
specialists in the wilderness of the Atherton Tableland.

Northern Australia’s Atherton Tableland is the last remaining 
refuge for the Lumholz tree kangaroo. Verdant rainforest and 
towering eucalyptus trees provide the perfect environment 
for this secretive species which was named after the 
Norwegian explorer who discovered it in 1883. Equally at ease 
in the trees as on the ground, they are so elusive there were 
doubts they even existed. For many years, people thought 
they were a myth.

CECIL, THE REAL LION KING
1 x 60’  |  HD |  National Geographic

1 x 60’ |  4K/HD  |  PBS

TREASURE OF THE CARIBBEAN

A rich mix of adventure, natural history, and cutting-edge
conservation science told against a ticking clock.

A fisherman struggling to feed his family is forced further 
offshore and discovers an unknown reef a great distance 
from the mainland. The reef is brimming with life and big 
fish the likes of which haven’t been seen before. When a 
handful of scientists find out, they conspire with local fishers 
to keep the reef a secret – and for good reason. 

Nile crocodiles are probably Africa’s most ruthless killers.
Huge, dinosaur-like predators launching from murky rivers 
to attack helpless prey. It’s a scene we’ve watched on TV 
screens for decades. But it doesn’t tell the whole story. These 
formidable carnivores are so much more than this.

Throughout this film, numerous crocodile secrets are 
revealed by a team made up of experienced herpetologists 
and dive experts. We see how crocodiles can change their 
behaviour with ease… How careful and calculating they really 
are…

CROCODILES REVEALED
1 x 60’  |  HD  |  National Geographic

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/843/treasure-of-the-caribbean
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/843/0/treasure-of-the-caribbean
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/998/crocodiles-revealed
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/967/tree-kangaroos-ghosts-of-the-forests
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/967/0/tree-kangaroos-ghosts-of-the-forests
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/827/cecil-the-real-lion-king
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/827/0/cecil-the-real-lion-king
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PBS  |  1 x 60’  |  HDJust Delivered   |  1 x 60’ |  HD 

National Geographic   |  1 x 60’  |  HD National Geographic   |  1 x 60’  |  4K/HD

This documentary transports viewers to Western lowland 

gorilla territory, inside one of Africa’s last remaining tropical 
wildernesses. We’ll follow researchers as they take us up 
close to these magnificent primates, inside immense tropical 
rainforests and to the pristine Atlantic coast where a host of 
other wild animals live.

This is the first blue-chip documentary on the Western 
lowland gorilla (Gorilla Gorilla Gorilla) and the first time the 
behaviour of this elusive species has ever been captured on 
film.

One Forest. Four Cats. Countless Stories to tell.

Nestled along the border between Thailand and Myanmar, 
the mysterious jungles of Huai Kha Khaeng are one of the 
last true wildernesses of South East Asia. It is home to some 
of the rarest wild cats on earth: the Clouded leopard, the 
Asian leopard, the Indian Fishing cat and the Indo Chinese 
tiger.

It’s a cat eat cat world out here - to thrive these cats must 
cheat death on a daily basis.

SOUL OF THE OCEANTHE VIEW FROM ON HIGH

Soul of the Ocean, written, directed and produced by Emmy 
Award winning couple Michele and Howard Hall, explores 
the complexity of ocean ecosystems.

The film showcases the significance of interspecies 
cooperation in marine biodiversity. Symbiotic relationships, 
from the smallest coral polyp to the largest fish, govern 
oceanic life. These interactions have given rise to intricate 
marine communities where inhabitants rely on each other, 
enhancing the ocean’s rich biodiversity.

Discover breathtaking landscapes from a new perspective
and unveil hidden wonders from above in this stunning 
documentary.

From above, using drones, helicopters, and balloons, we 
can fully appreciate landscapes such as the European Alps’ 
glaciers, Borneo’s rainforests, China’s karst mountains, 
Mongolia’s grasslands, Lapland’s forests, and vast river deltas 
like the Okavango and the Nile, emphasizing both grandeur 
and intricate details.

GORILLA GORILLA GORILLATHAILAND’S WILD CATS

*Winner for Best Cinematography at Blue Water Film Festival 2022
*Winner for Best Animal Behavior at Jackson Wild Media Awards 2021

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/836/the-view-from-on-high
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/836/0/the-view-from-on-high
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/835/soul-of-the-ocean
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/835/0/soul-of-the-ocean
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/830/thailands-wild-cats
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/830/0/thailands-wild-cats
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/999/gorilla-gorilla-gorilla
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/999/0/gorilla-gorilla-gorilla
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1 x 60’|  4K/HD  |  Just Delivered!

NATURE’S CHANGES
1 x 60’ |  4K/HD  |  Just Delivered!

MORAVA:
RIVER OF ANCIENT TIMES

1 x 60’  |  4K/HD  |  Just Delivered!

SRI LANKA - LEOPARDS OF YALA
3 x 60’ |  4K/HD |  BBC

SCOTLAND - THE NEW WILD

In nature, change appears to be a gradual process. And yet,
a closer look reveals just how quickly the world around us 
can be altered. Wildfires ravage the landscape. Droughts 
decimate plant and animal populations. Excessive rainfall 
washes away everything in its path. 

On the planet’s surface, only one thing is certain: nothing 
ever stays the same for long. Humans have brought about 
unparalleled changes in a comparatively short space of time. 
Now it remains to be seen if the planet and its inhabitants 
find ways to adapt to this new, everchanging world, as they
have done in the past?

Join us on an exploration of the Morava River in the heart
of Europe. Along the border between Austria and Slovakia, 
the river develops a distinctive personality and international 
significance, forming vast wetlands containing meadows, 
forests, and a wild network of branches and streams. 

Just a stone’s throw from these wetlands, there are ancient 
sand dunes on both sides of the border. The animals and 
plants here thrive in dry, hot, and sandy surroundings in 
which the sky appears to meet the land and the sun and 
clouds create picturesque landscapes that are reminiscent 
of the American West.

Follow the trials and tribulations of the Sri Lankan leopards,
Asia’s largest, as we get to know the leopard population of Sri 
Lanka’s Vala National Park.

The alpha male among these solitary apex predators is Lucas, 
the king of yala.

As the seasons change, Lucas faces new challenges if he 
wants to retain his throne for the foreseeable future as cubs 
grow and mature. Will this be the year when one of them 
becomes the new heir to the throne of Yala?

As climate change, shrinking habitats and an ever increasing
human population make their indelible mark, Scotland’s 
natural world must make a heroic stand if it is to remain 
as much as a shadow of what it once was. Yet, despite this 
pressure, many wild animals and plants here are thriving and 
even returning from extinction. We need a strong diverse wild 
Scotland more than ever - for nature, for our mental health, 
for our legacy, for the health of the planet itself.

Using the most sophisticated time-lapse, slow motion, aerial 
and underwater camera systems known, this is the wildlife of 
Scotland as it marches into the future.

Watch PromoWatch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1003/0/scotland-the-new-wild
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1003/scotland-the-new-wild
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/995/sri-lanka-leopards-of-yala
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/995/0/sri-lanka-leopards-of-yala
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/984/morava-river-of-ancient-times
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/984/0/morava-river-of-ancient-times
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1004/natures-changes
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1004/0/natures-changes
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PBS US| 1x 60’  |  4K/HD  

This film showcases Canada’s stunning wildlife in a land of
boom and bust, where survival is all about being in tune with 
the environment and helping each other.

A Canada lynx hunts a Snowshoe hare in an age-old duel, 
a Great grey owl uses its impeccable hearing to try and 
catch a Red-backed vole, Northern flying squirrels share 
their collective warmth to survive in tree holes, and a pack of 
wolves work together to strategically drive a herd of caribou 
from a frozen lake into deep forest snow. 

It’s the greatest horse race on earth. One mother zebra will

travel 300 miles across East Africa. She’ll give birth, evade 

predators, and swim across crocodile infested rivers – all on 

the run. The stakes are as high as can be. Winning or losing 

means life or death... literally.

Our zebra mother is heavily pregnant as she roams the 

short grass plains of the southern Serengeti. Hungry eyes 

are watching, but she safely gives birth to her youngster.. 

Hiding within the crowd is a great strategy, but you can’t 

hide forever. The trick is to keep moving ....

National Geographic  |  1 x 60’  |  HD 

ZEBRAS - LIFE ON THE RUN

This landmark series celebrates the incredible diversity

of wildlife and flora found across Belgium. Exceptional 

cinematography, both above and below the water, give a 

completely new perspective on the country’s hidden wildlife 

gems. 

From a sinister pike stalking the pristine waters of a Belgian 

river to the skilful hunting techniques of Grass snakes and 

kestrels, we also uncover the complex natural history of little-

known species, including Moor frogs, newts, antlions and the 

lethal goshawk.

National Geographic   |  3 x 60’  |  4K / HD

WILD BELGIUM

Visit first-hand Finland’s mythical “Sleeping Giants” – an
ancient mountain range believed by Finnish folklore to be a 
surviving witness of the world’s creation.

Tale of the Sleeping Giants is screenwriter Antti Tuuri’s 
vision of these mountains as sleeping giants told in the 
form of a nature movie. Described by Seiska magazine as 
“breathtakingly beautiful” and featuring an “epic soundtrack” 
by award-winning composer Panu Aaltio, this documentary 
feature film is a journey into the rich mythology of ancient 
Scandinavia.

Just Delivered!   |  1 x 90’ / 1 x 60’  |  HD  

TALE OF THE SLEEPING GIANTS
CANADA:

SURVIVING THE WILD NORTH

Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/969/tale-of-the-sleeping-giants
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/969/0/tale-of-the-sleeping-giants
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/812/canada-surviving-the-wild-north
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/812/0/canada-surviving-the-wild-north
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/882/zebras-life-on-the-run
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/882/0/zebras-life-on-the-run
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1005/wild-belgium


KIDSKIDS

Dream It, To Be it! is kid-led, authentic and full of fun. This
show is all about encouraging kids of all abilities to explore 
their potential, find their joy, try new things, and know that 
their dreams and passions are possible.

Dream It, To Be It! revolves around kids, many with disabilities, 
who know what they want to be when they grow up. Our 
host, Tai, meets and learns about our wonderful participant 
and their dreams. He then plans two adventures that help 
provide different experiences related to their interests and 
passions.

21 x 7’ |  HD  |  TVO Kids

DREAM IT, TO BE IT!

How would you give your pet, the BESTEST day EVER?

Bestest Day Ever with my Best Friend! is the perfect day for 
your pet - no matter how big or small - custom-designed 
for their personality and species and guaranteed FUN for 
everyone! In each episode, through their best friend (a child!), 
we meet a special and deserving pet. With help from our 
pawsome host Lisette (and some of her guest friends), each 
pet gets to enjoy a custom-made special activity, leading up 
to the BIG surprise that ends every episode.

20 x 7’  |  HD    | CBC Kids

BESTEST DAY EVER WITH 
MY BEST FRIEND!

Ping and Friends is a fun-filled and engaging animation
series that follows best friends Ping, a cute songbird, and 
Pong, a guitar-strumming puppy. With their friends Mr. 
Prickles, a grumpy hedgehog, Matilda, an independent cat, 
and Trix06, a cool little robot, they always find a reason to 
create a new song in Melody Meadows.

For these friends the answer to everything is music and they 
come up with the most fantastical tunes, from Jazz and Rock 
to Punk, Hip-Hop, Drum and Bass, Folk, Classical, Samba, 
Reggae, and other world beats.

52 x 7’ |  HD  |  Knowledge Kids, TVO Kids

PING & FRIENDS

The Misadventures of CubeMelt is a dialogue-free 2-D
animation series that follows the daily adventures of an 
optimistic little ice cube as he strives to live life to the fullest 
while trying his darndest to avoid the inevitable - melting!

Enjoying his short life is important for this cube little fella 
and he leaves a trail of positivity behind before turning into a 
puddle. After all, who truly recognises the value of time more 
than an ice cube? 

The Misadventures of CubeMelt is a constant reminder of 
how short and precious life is.

31 x 3’  |  HD  |  Mediacorp

THE MISADVENTURES OF
CUBEMELT

Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/987/the-misadventures-of-cubemelt
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/964/ping-friends
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/964/0/ping-friends
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/963/bestest-day-ever-with-my-best-friend
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/963/0/bestest-day-ever-with-my-best-friend
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/962/dream-it-to-be-it
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/962/0/dream-it-to-be-it


KIDSKIDS

Just Delivered!   |  52 x 5’  |  HD

BIMI BOO AND FRIENDS
Just Delivered!   |  52 x 11’ |  HD

TOAD & FRIENDS

Just Delivered!   |  52 x 7’  |  HD

MEOWGICTHE LOODLES
Just Delivered!   |  52 x 7’ |  HD

Lovingly brought to life for a new generation, old favourites
Toad, Ratty and Mole are now joined by Hedge, a young 
hedgehog with a zest for life.

First published in 1908, “The Wind in the Willows” has been 
translated into 29 languages and sold more than 85 million 
copies globally. Toad and Friends embraces all the values 
of the original book – endeavour, adventure, teamwork and 
kindness – and is set to become a modern classic.

An eager and adventurous Bimi Boo embarks on exciting
journeys to uncover the answers to his endless questions, 
inspiring kids to learn and explore alongside him.

Young explorer Bimi Boo is captivated by the world’s 
endless discoveries from his hilltop home. Keen to find new 
adventures and learning opportunities, he and his diverse 
group of friends—including Charlie the cat, Heidi the bubbly 
bunny, and many others—embrace exploration, creativity, 
and fun.

Marcy, a fun mischievous six-year-old girl, meets Meowgic, a 
magic cat that can make two wishes a day come true.

However, magical shortcuts are tricky, and Meowgic fulfils 
each wish in its own unique way - creating wild adventures 
and gigantic messes. Ultimately, Marcy and her pals Valerie 
and her little brother Mikey discover that creative thinking 
can put everything right. After all, it’s not what you wish for 
that counts, it’s what you do with it!

Hidden on top of a snow-capped mountain stands
Loodleville, a quaint and quirky little town filled with silly 
adventures, heartwarming moments, lots of laughter and a 
population of cute little Yetis.

Join little Anne, her mischievous brother Boo, their loving 
Mom and Dad and furry friend Garbanzo on their daily 
adventures in Loodleville. In their world even the most 
ordinary activities become extraordinarily funny, whether it’s 
buying flour for pancakes, chasing pesky moths, or studying 
animal footprints for homework.

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/727/the-loodles
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/727/0/the-loodles
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/701/0/meowgic
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/701/meowgic
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/986/the-incredible-stories-of-bimi-boo-and-friends
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/986/0/the-incredible-stories-of-bimi-boo-and-friends
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/728/toad-friends
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/728/0/toad-friends


SCRIPTED SERIESSCRIPTED SERIES

20 x 30’ |  HD  |  Frevee

BEYOND BLACK BEAUTY
16 x 60’  |  HD  |  True ID

MY SASSY GIRL

20 x 60’  |  HD  |  True ID

XYZ
18 x 60’ |  HD  |  True ID

23:23

Beyond Black Beauty is a multi-generational story that
follows Jolie Dubois, a strong-willed and gifted equestrian 
whose Olympic dreams are stunted when her mother 
shockingly moves them from the wealthy stables of the 
Belgian elite to a family urban ranch in Baltimore. 

In this new world, Jolie forges a bond with a kindred spirit, 
Beauty, a statuesque black horse that has lost its faith in 
mankind. Together, they discover their own strength as they 
learn the value of home.

This is a story about Jua, a naive young man, and a woman
whose name is never revealed. 

Jua has just returned from his military draft and plans to 
complete his law degree. One day, he sees a drunk, cute 
woman standing too close to the tracksand pulls her back to 
save her life. Thus begins his comically ill-fated relationship 
with the Girl.

A complicated love story about three generations: Gen Z,
Gen Y and Gen X.

Chatra, a gorgeous and talented personal assistant, finds 
herself in a drunken state at a New Year’s Eve party. 
She accidentally saves Thon, a successful businessman 
and Thon’s good friend’s son, Tai, from getting killed 
by a mysterious man. After realising that Chatra saved 
their lives, Thon and Tai are both drawn to her, sparking 
an unpredictable love triangle between the different 
generations. Who will Chatra choose in the end?

This time-travelling crime thriller drama features
investigators from two eras who must hunt for the truth 
in old unsolved cases, communicating only through an old 
radio. The signal between the past and the present only 
opens at 23:23.

Win, a young police officer from the Criminal Analysis 
Division, goes back in time to deal with unsolved criminal 
cases using a cross-temporal walkie-talkie to communicate 
with Captain Yodchai. However, the more the past is solved, 
the more the present case is altered.

Watch Promo

Watch PromoWatch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/734/2323
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/734/0/2323
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/737/xyz
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/737/0/xyz
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/739/my-sassy-girl
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/997/beyond-black-beauty


MOVIESMOVIES

Ella, with the help of Griffin her ex-boyfriend, encourages
her family to celebrate Christmas and Kwanzaa and to heal 
their past wound before it’s too late.

Talented Boston-based graphic designer, Ella Burch, is 
excited to head home to spend the holidays with her family. 
It’s been a year since she’s been back, and due to the death 
of her beloved grandpa last December, no one felt much like 
celebrating. So this year, Ella wants to get them re-engaged, 
just like old times… 

Hallmark Channel  |  1 x 90’ |  HD 

HOLIDAY HERITAGE

Video journalist and former Olympic figure skater-hopeful,
Lori Marshall returns home to Greenhill on assignment at 
Christmas time. In addition to reporting about the town’s 
festivities, Lori interviews the community about the pending 
demolition of the beloved old Ice Palace. 

Lori quickly falls for Mark, the arena owner and Christmas-
buff, who recognizes Lori’s skill as a figure skater. As Lori 
grows closer to Mark, she inspires his figure-skater-daughter 
Zoe but is also forced to choose between her career in the city 
as an objective journalist and her passion for figure skating.

Hallmark Channel  |  1 x 90’  |  HD  

AN ICE PALACE ROMANCE

When marketing executive, Lauren, refuses to take her relationship with her best friend and social worker, Nate, out of the “friend 
zone”, she is visited by four ex-boyfriends, who each take her on a journey through time to teach her the pattern of her behavior.

During these trips Lauren realizes that the one person she can always count on is Nate but in the present she is too scared to 
recognize the love right in front of her. She must open her heart or risk losing Nate.

BOYFRIENDS OF CHRISTMAS PAST
Hallmark Channel  |  1 x 90’  |  HD  

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/645/boyfriends-of-christmas-past
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/645/0/boyfriends-of-christmas-past
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/833/holiday-heritage


MOVIESMOVIES

Twenty-five-year-old Aurora Teagarden moves back home
and takes a job at a local diner. Struggling to complete her 
thesis in Library Science she must also come to terms with 
moving back in with her mother.

When Matt, her best friend’s fiancé, goes missing before the 
wedding, Aurora and Arthur – a rookie policeman who still 
has a crush on her - take action. They discover a body and 
assume it’s him, but when it turns out to be someone else, 
Matt becomes the main suspect. Aurora and Arthur must  
uncover the truth before Sally marries a murderer.

1 x 90’  |  HD  |  Hallmark Channel

AURORA TEAGARDEN MYSTERIES: 
SOMETHING NEW

When a waitress seeking Jeff’s help is poisoned, he must
uncover the mysterious plot she’d tried to warn him about in 
order to solve her murder.

Living a simple life in Martha’s Vineyard, retired Boston 
detective Jeff Jackson is once again drawn into a homicide. 
Young waitress Katie Leonard is found poisoned near his 
cottage. Earlier, she had sought Jeff’s help, but he directed 
her to the police. Now, he believes she was trying to reach out 
to him in her final moments.

1 x 90’  |  HD  |  Hallmark Channel

POISONED IN PARADISE:
A MARTHA’S VINEYARD MYSTERY

Expert genealogist Sophie specializes in digging up the
past and bringing families together. When her close friend 
Jonathan discovers that his leukemia has returned, Sophie 
and her friends rally to search for a matching bone marrow 
donor.

Jonathan’s twin brother Jackson returns home and when he 
isn’t a match, their mother reveals a long kept secret: their 
biological father, long presumed dead, may still be alive and 
Jonathan’s last chance. With few clues to go on, Sophie and 
Jackson begin the hunt for his missing father.

Watch Promo

1 x 90’ |  HD  |  Hallmark Channel

FAMILY HISTORY MYSTERIES: 
BURIED PAST

Murder in G Major follows musician Gethsemane Brown,
who after accepting a position as the music teacher at St. 
Brennan’s School in the Irish countryside, encounters the 
ghost of famed composer Eamon McCarthy, who was 
wrongly accused of killing his wife Orla. 

As Eamon pleads with Gethsemane to help clear his name, 
she is left with little choice but to help the spirit prove his 
innocence while navigating a love triangle and a group of 
suspects.

1 x 90’ |  HD    |  Hallmark Channel

HAUNTED HARMONY MYSTERIES:
MURDER IN G MAJOR

Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1000/haunted-harmony-mysteries-murder-in-g-major
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1000/0/haunted-harmony-mysteries-murder-in-g-major
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/826/family-history-mysteries-buried-past
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/525/poisoned-in-paradise-a-marthas-vineyard-mystery
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/525/0/poisoned-in-paradise-a-marthas-vineyard-mystery
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/993/aurora-teagarden-mysteries-something-new


MOVIESMOVIES

Lifetime  |  1 x 90’  |  HD  

Louisa meets entrepreneur Steve at a bar. After 48 blissful
hours, Steve disappears and Louisa realizes she’s been 
cheated out of thousands of dollars.

After a whirlwind romance with the seemingly perfect Steve, 
Louisa is left swindled and pregnant. Discovering Steve and 
his identical twin, Mitch, are serial romantic fraudsters, she 
vows to bring them to justice, delving into their deceitful 
past and rallying with other victims, determined to outsmart 
them.

SWINDLER SEDUCTION

The rise and fall of Gwen Shamblin Lara: The controversial
prophet who preached the gospel of weight loss and 
commanded a Southern megachurch with an iron fist.

Jennifer Grey portrays Gwen Shamblin Lara, a unique figure 
leading a Southern megachurch and promoting weight 
loss through religious teachings via her Weigh Down 
Workshop. As her influence and wealth ballooned, so did her 
authoritative control over her expanding church, all the while 
maintaining a flamboyant public image.

Lifetime  |  1 x 90’ |  HD 

GWEN SHAMBLIN: 
STARVING FOR SALVATION

When career-focused dentist, Dr. Camila Lopez, meets charming Spanish teacher, Javi, they soon find themselves planning a
“Double Quincineara” for Camila’s 30th birthday! 

Not one for big parties, Camila’s hesitant at first but ultimately decides to take the plunge and celebrate in style. Through the 
process she discovers what she truly wants for her next chapter in life, although this new path may lead her and Javi in separate 
directions.

NEVER TOO LATE TO CELEBRATE
Hallmark Channel  |  1 x 90’  |  HD  

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/718/swindler-seduction
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/718/0/swindler-seduction
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/825/gwen-shamblin-starving-for-salvation
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/825/0/gwen-shamblin-starving-for-salvation
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/994/never-too-late-to-celebrate


IN DEVELOPMENTIN DEVELOPMENT

The secret saga of the world’s most famous female outlaw – Bonnie Parker – brought to life in a powerful new scripted drama
series, for our time. Told from Bonnie’s first-person perspective, for the first time, we bring to life the story of the real Bonnie as a 
driven, intelligent and sensitive woman, starting during her early days before she met the infamous Clyde Barrow.

We’re recoloring Bonnie Parker’s history for a contemporary audience and dramatizing her life, in the context of her times.

BONNIE
SCRIPTED DRAMA

This documentary follows Bonnie and Clyde’s closest relatives through this emotional process and reveals astounding new
details about the intimate lives of the world’s most famous outlaw lovers.  

Legendary outlaws and lovers, Bonnie and Clyde, were buried in separate graves because Bonnie’s angry mother vowed “He had 
her in life but he won’t have her in death.” Now Bonnie Parker’s niece and Clyde Barrow’s nephew are going to exhume the body 
of Bonnie and re-bury her next to her sweetheart so they can finally be together again. 

REUNITING BONNIE & CLYDE
 1 x 60’  |  PEOPLE & CULTURE 

Watch Promo

https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/697/0/reuniting-bonnie-clyde?vm=6117&ty=1
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/697/reuniting-bonnie-clyde
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/721/bonnie


IN DEVELOPMENTIN DEVELOPMENT

8 x 60’  |  FACTUAL ENTERTAINMENT

Shark cinematographer Carlos Gauna is on a global quest
to unlock the mysteries of sharks with his amazing aerial 
footage of never-before-seen action and behaviour.

Carlos, who’s from El Salvador, has become a unique voice 
interpreting shark behavior on his popular Youtube channel 
– “TheMalibuArtist” – amassing millions of views with his
incredible drone footage of sharks. Now the world’s leading
scientists are asking him to come and help answer their
questions about different shark species around the world.

 8 x 60’    |  NATURAL HISTORY & WILDLIFE
CARLOS’ MYSTERY SHARK QUEST

This series reveals, as never before, the wonders, the beauty
and the importance of the Congo Basin.

So you know the Congo? Truly? Deeply? Our series, told 
through the powerful voices of people of the Congo Basin, 
begs to differ. They will reveal the secrets of their extraordinary 
realm, spanning 15% of the continent of Africa’s landmass 
and home to unique endemic wildlife, extraordinary forests, 
savannas, mountains, rivers and lakes; the world’s largest 
swampland, virtually entirely unexplored.

4 x 60’  |  NATURAL HISTORY & WILDLIFE
CONGO

This series follows the exploits of “Dino Don” Lessem and his 
international team of robotic dinosaur-builders and installers 
as they create life-sized, moving prehistoric monsters for 
zoos, parks and exhibition spaces all over the world.

Each episode follows a bold plan and real-life challenge 
to create a spectacular themed exhibit for a single major 
museum or zoo. “The Dinosaurs of Jurassic Park”, “Monsters 
in The Water”, “Frightening Flyers” or “The Biggest Dang 
Dinosaur”— all are robotic displays that feature exciting 
themes with amazing creatures.

THE DINOSAUR FACTORY

English Singer Joss Stone delivers her easy-to-make...
delicious-to-eat... meals with a cheerful, cheeky and 
knowledgeable confidence that just makes people smile.

Joss is vegetarian. She’s never eaten meat and she doesn’t 
cook with it either. But that doesn’t stop her from making 
delicious, plant-based, dishes that will satisfy the most ardent 
carnivores.. and every shade of flavour in between.

10 x 60’  |  LIFESTYLE 

COOKING WITH JOSS STONE

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch Promo Watch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/604/cooking-with-joss-stone
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/603/the-dinosaur-factory
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/642/congo
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/699/carlos-mystery-shark-quest
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/604/0/cooking-with-joss-stone?vm=6115&ty=1
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/603/0/the-dinosaur-factory?vm=6114&ty=1
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/642/0/congo?vm=6113&ty=1
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/699/0/carlos-mystery-shark-quest?vm=6112&ty=1


IN DEVELOPMENTIN DEVELOPMENT

Colonel Russell Williams commanded the largest military
air base in Canada and personally piloted presidents, prime 
ministers and even The Queen. He was a perfect man living a 
perfect life ...which made him the perfect killer.

The Killer Colonel is a disturbing, high stakes, high drama, 
true crime story about a high-ranking, high-profile military 
officer who hid behind his rank and medals to perform 
heinous acts that ended with him being revealed as one of 
the scariest serial killers in modern history. He was, according 
to police and forensic psychologists, “A rare and different 
kind of killer, impossible to detect.”

Until a routine traffic check made him a suspect and he met 
his match in a remarkable 18-hour interrogation.

TRUE CRIME  |  2 x 120’ 

THE KILLER COLONEL

In this gripping true crime series, we present shocking tales
of contemporary murders, each with a remarkable twist. This 
unique series tells the stories of killers who found twisted 
inspiration from their favourite songs ... to commit murder.

Each story and crime, has, as part of its underlying motive, a 
song that drove the killer ... to kill. In each episode, the story 
isn’t just about a murder, the victim and murderer, but a 
song ... and a burning, very modern question; can music be a 
motive to murder?

TRUE CRIME  |  10 x 60’ 

MUSIC MADE ME DO IT

The world knows Mary the blessed virgin mother of Jesus.
Now, we reveal a radical new picture: The Real Mary - the 
best-known, least-known woman in history.

Executive produced and narrated by Morgan Freeman and 
based on the highly anticipated book “The Lost Mary”, from 
biblical historian Prof. James Tabor. This drama-documentary
portrays the revolutionary findings and concepts put forth 
in Tabor’s book, re-writing the story of Mary, the mother of 
Jesus and considered by many the most powerful woman 
who ever lived.

HISTORY  |  3 x 60’ 

THE REAL MARY

Think of fungus and fungi – you might think of mould and
mushrooms. But there’s a sinister side to this weird and often 
beautiful form of life.

As the world manages COVID-19, a lethal fungus emerges, 
killing 1.6 million annually. Fueled by climate change, these 
deadly strains are targeting humans and pets. With a 50%  
survival rate for some infections, this fungal threat reminds 
us of the perils we faced with viral pandemics and antibiotic 
resistant bacteria.

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY | 1 x 60’ 

ATTACK OF THE KILLER FUNGI

Watch Promo Watch Promo

Watch PromoWatch Promo

https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/1006/the-killer-colonel
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/695/attack-of-the-killer-fungi
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/643/the-real-mary
https://www.bomanbridge.tv/programme/696/music-made-me-do-it
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/1006/0/the-killer-colonel?vm=6141&ty=1
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/695/0/attack-of-the-killer-fungi?vm=6111&ty=1
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/643/0/the-real-mary?vm=6110&ty=1
https://bomanbridge.tv/programme/696/0/music-made-me-do-it?vm=6109&ty=1
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